Lightsaber Card Instructions
This kit includes
 May the Fourth card
 1 LED light
 1 straw segment
 1 CR2032 coin cell battery
SAFETY NOTE: Please keep all coin cell batteries
away from small children or children who still
put things in their mouth. They are extremely
hazardous if swallowed.

1. Poke two holes about 3 mm apart just above the lightsaber
hilt (handle) for the LED. Insert LED.
2. Place LED inside end of straw and tape straw to card at the
end away from the hilt.
3.

Flip card over and insert battery so that one contact is on
each side. The positive LED contact (the longer wire) to
connect to the negative side of the battery and vice versa.
Tape to card.
Source: “Lightsaber Cards with Paper Circuitry Instructions “ Left Brain Craft Brain.
bit.ly/NPL-PCLC

Millennium Falcon Origami Instructions
Supplies Needed: 1 piece of paper, 1 pen
1. Star by folding an 8.5” square in half. Form a triangle then unfold

2. Fold in half again. Form a triangle in the opposite direction, then unfold

3. Fold in one of the straight edges so it almost meets the center. Rotate and repeat on the other side

4. Using the diagonal creases, fold the end down to meet that point. Crease, then unfold

5. Push the corner in along the diagonal crease

Repeat on the other side

6. Pull out and flatten the paper at the same time. It should resemble a small hut if done correctly

7. Fold the flaps down and push up to form two points.
Fold up the bottom of the paper so the two straight edges meet

8. Fold in the corners along the existing diagonal creases

9. On the right side, fold the edges in. Reverse the direction of the diagonal crease on the top half of the paper. Tuck
under the flap of the bottom half

10. On the left side, only fold the edge in on the bottom half of the paper

11. Fold the top half of the paper down at an angle, then fold the corner back up

12. Take the top points and fold them half way down. Use the creases to tuck the points away

13. Fold and tuck in the corner on the right side

14. Turn over

and decorate with a pen

Source: Source: Alexander, C (2012). Star Wars Origami: 36 amazing paper-folding projects from a galaxy far, far
away. New York. Workman Publishing

Find the book on our shelves under the call number YOUTH 736.982 ALEXANDER
Catalog record:

bit.ly/3xbeFgs

Star Wars Homemade Soap Instructions
Materials [not included]:
 Parchment paper or wax paper
 Small containers or soap molds
 Clear melt & pour soap
(approximately 3 cups)
 Star Wars plastic characters
 Essential oils of choice
 Cooking spray, optional
 Rubbing alcohol spray, optional
Instructions:
1. Cut up the melt and pour soap and place in a microwave-safe bowl.
Heat in 25-second increments and stir well in between each heating.
It shouldn’t take more than 2 minutes to melt the soap completely.
(While the soap will not bubble up, it is still very hot so stirring should
be done by a grown up.)
2. Meanwhile, line your containers with parchment paper and place your
figurines in them, ensuring that they don’t go above the edge of the
container or they will stick out of the soap!
3. Stir your essential oils of choice into the melted soap and carefully
pour over the characters until they are fully covered.
4. Spray the rubbing alcohol over the soap if you see tiny air bubbles.
5. Let the soap set for up to 2 hours before removing from the molds.
Source:

“Totally Awesome Homemade Star Wars Soap”

http://bit.ly/NPL-SW-soaps

